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If you like what you hear, you can buy your policy right on the spot. Then let us do the rest while
you enjoy your free time with peace of mind. Retail Finance. As low asapplies 5. Hypothetical
figures used in calculation; yourisactual monthly payment differ a Participating Authorized
dealer in the continental US and to financed a purchasing customer resides the continental US
or Alaska. For list of designated models, see participating Dealer or visita Offer and effective on
new, unregistered Suzuki Outboard Motors purchased from participating com. Always wear a
USCG-approved lifeextensions. As low as 5. Subject to credit Not Inc. Approval, and any rates
and terms provided, are based on creditworthiness. Hypothetical figures used in calculation;
your actual monthly payment may differ based on financing terms, credit tier qualification,
accessories or other factors such as down payment and fees. Instant Savings must be applied
against the agreed-upon selling price of the outboard motor and reflected in the bill of sale.
Suzuki reserves the right to or cancelDE these promotions at any time without notice or
obligation. Since their introduction into the James River and subsequent invasion of the
Chesapeake Bay, blue catfish have been providing thrilling opportunities for anglers to extend
their fishing season all year round. By Aaron Weinstein. Family Fun on the Bay! Discover why
EdgeWater boats are a local favorite. The other day during an encouraging drop in temperature I
was crawling around in the attic looking for my bag of long-neglected ice fishing gear, when I
found an old shoebox full of photos. I glanced at a few of the ancient pics inside before finding
the snapshot of one of the most memorable catches of my life, a pound, ounce sea trout. There
it was on glossy paper, held up by a wildly grinning year-old me in braces. Oh well. Recently,
however, a FishTalk reader sent me a note along with some memorabilia that provided some
interesting evidence of the state of the Bay. Dear Lenny, As an avid reader of your magazine,
books, weekly fishing reports, and fan of your Thursday podcasts, I want to thank you for
bringing so much useful information my way. I have attached a copy of an old document from
my fishing files circa maybe a few years before. As you can see near the bottom, the DNR
secretary at the time was J. Millard Tawes, from Crisfield, who served as our governor prior to
this. The purpose was obviously to oppose a saltwater fishing license in Maryland, however, it
is the chart on striped bass that you may find interesting. Over the last 10 years or so I have
measured many of the fish caught in the area within five miles of the Bay Bridge, and they
consistently average just two-thirds of the weight listed for any particular length on the chart. I
know you have written and spoken on the subject many times, and thought this historical
document might be of personal interest. Warm Regards, Allan S. Personal interest, indeed. And
it puts a inch fish at 4. A incher, at 9. In fact, I took my scale off the boat several years ago after.
Early in the year, say in April, your best bet is probably going to be fishing the shoals near Cape
Charles. In mid-summer and into early fall, the open waters of the Middle Bay generally become
a better zone. And later in the fall heading for the mouth of the Bay again becomes the move. Of
course, every season is different. Q: What did the boy octopus say to the girl octopus? A: I want
to hold your hand hand hand hand hand hand hand handâ€¦ - Anonymous Dear Anonymous,
Octopus are mollusks, not fish. Get more control, more precision â€” and fewer fish that are out
of reach. Progressive Casualty Insurance Co. Prices vary based on how you buy. Due to the
Covid effect, restaurants and festivals which normally save their shells for ORP pickup had
generated just 14, bushels from January to November. In , the ORP picked up 31, bushels of
shell during that same time period. In fact, every half bring it to one of the plus public oyster
shell can host up to 10 spat, or baby oysters. Once collected, the oyster shell is aged shell
collection sites throughout the region. You can find a listing of sites at outside for one year,
washed, and set with oysterrecovery. The new regs limit anglers to one fish per person, with the
boat limit lowered from three fish to two fish. The season will run from June 15 through
September 15, minimum size remains 40 inches only one over 50 inches allowed , permitting
and reporting requirements remain in place, and gaffing is not allowed. For the full regs, visit
mrc. There are PCBs, dioxins, furans, and chlorinated pesticides present, and fish consumption
advisories remain in place. However, DNREC says recent improvements have been documented
and future improvements are anticipated. Honorees included the legendary fly angler Lefty Kreh
posthumously , who may well be the most famous Maryland angler to ever have lived, and
Baltimore County angler Dr. Ken Lewis. The award was established by the commission to honor
individuals who have provided sustained efforts in habitat management, conservation,
education, research, or other meaningful contributions that benefit recreational angling in
Maryland. VIMS scientist Dr. Aaron Bever estimated the total amount of hypoxic water in the
Bay as the lowest in five years, and one-third less than in Relatively cool temperatures during
the months of May and September helped, as did winds from Hurricane Isaias which mixed the
Bay water during the first week of August, cutting hypoxic zones by half. The After the fish was
weighed, Hiles and fellow angler Jeff Landis put out the word on social media that there was
free bluefin tuna for the taking, and much of Virginia Beach ate well that evening. The United

States Powerboat Show will be held Thursday through Sunday the first full weekend in October
with the sailboat show the next Thursday through Sunday , from through We boat-lovers missed
the shows desperately in and even though these future shows are still a ways off, a steering
committee consisting of county health officials, representatives from economic development,
the city of Annapolis, and the boat show producers and their contractors, will be working hard
to ensure the health and safety of everyone in attendance. October 7 to 10, we will have our boat
show back, people! Visit annapolisboatshows. Mystic Lady caught a You own a boat because
you love spending time on the water. Choose the outboard that allows you to make the most of
it. Find out more at Low light conditions. When heavy cloud cover and liquid sunshine come
into play, consider: 1. Casting blade-baits. Spinners, spinnerbaits, Roadrunners, and other lures
with blades provide vibrations, which alert the fish to their presence and help them hone in on
your offering. In a heavy overcast, blades with a color matte finish like white, chartreuse, and
dull orange will often out-perform shiny blades. Wreckfish will strike bare metal jigs, making
them a good candidate for targeting when the spiny dogs are in town. Casting topwater. That
topwater bite may usually be best only at sunrise and sunset, but low light conditions can
extend it by hours and sometimes, through the entire day. Pick walk-the-dog lures with rattles,
to provide the fish with multiple ways of locating your lure in the dim lighting. Casting very loud
rattling lures. These lures make a ton of noise and vibrations and even a halfblind bass could
find one in near-darkness. If you can make the run to the Norfolk, you could go on a winter
wreckfish adventure. The biggest problem with making winter drops in the deep is spiny
dogfish. Wreckfish, however, will hit a bare jig with abandon. Make sure that on the end of the
down-swing, you feel the lure tapping against solid bottom. Then keep your rod tip high and
apply maximum pressure for at least eight or 10 seconds. Enter: the Piscifun Carbon X This was
the first-ever Piscifun to be fish-tested by a FishTalker, and if the Carbon X is any indication of
how the rest of their gear is made we think that this company is going to be around for a long,
long time. The Carbon X has a carbon fiber body, sideplate, and rotor, and weighs a mere 5.
Gear ratio is 5. Fishing with the for perch, pickerel, bass, and crappie, two things really stood
out: the uber-light weight, and the smoothness of the reel. The holds yards of six-pound mono
or yards of pound braid, and the Carbon X line includes four sizes up to a that holds yards of
pound mono or yards of pound braid. Visit piscifun. Added bonus: the quick-detach option
allows for fast follow-up shots! According to the manufacturer the UltraNet-HD is designed for
large animal captures, so you can just tell the DNR officer that you were being attacked by a
tiger and everything should be fine. Visit netgun. Or tiger hunting. Feelfree kayaks has
expended their Moken line with the Moken 10 V2, which includes their multi-position EZ Rider
seat. Other new elements incorporated into this micro-machine include a reinforced standing
platform, two flush-mounted rodholders with leashes, an integrated Uni-Track accessory rail,
and adjustable foot pegs. Visit feelfreeus. What really grabbed our attention, however, was how
iRod backs up the Genesis III: it gets a limited lifetime warranty against defects in workmanship
and materials. Visit irodfishing. This is a walk-the-dog style topwater, and it has a sweet
side-to-side swim as one would expect. The hooks are 3x and are wired through the body, to
maximize strength. The surprise comes when you give a Walk Hi-Pitch a shake. As far as we
could tell the fish like those rattles just fine, though, and the first time we tried slinging one out
from the rocks at Mayo Beach the stripers attacked without hesitation. Thumbs up folks,
thumbs up. Visit fish. In both books, Young utilizes NOAA bathymetric imagery and sonar scans
to generate amazingly detailed illustrations that go along with the historical and anglingoriented
explanations of each zone of interest. Open in all Maryland waters. This is a catch-photo-release
tournament held on the iAngler platform. Appointments required: Free State Fly Fishers. Tom
will discuss how to get the most out of the site, hidden features, and new features under
development. Please contact Ryan Harvey at rybeer gmail. This knowledge will be applied to
understanding and using weather charts, chart symbols, and electronic data available by
smartphone, VHF radio, and weatherfax. Speaker: Dr. Cassandra Newby-Alexander. All virtual
lectures are free and require advance registration and a personal Zoom account. Viewers may
also submit questions and comments to the presenters during their respective lectures. Join us
as one of our members instructs us on how to tie three fly patterns and demonstrates proper
tying techniques. Patterns will be two Shad flies and a Girdle Bug. Saturday and 9 a. This
course satisfies the requirements for operating a vessel on Maryland waters, and a Certificate of
Boating Safety Education will be issued upon satisfactory completion. Instructors teach two
sessions. Attendance at both online sessions is required, followed by an online test, taken at
your convenience. Presented by the Havre de Grace Maritime Museum. To register: email Abe
at: ais gmail. Some of the features that will be covered in this seminar are: How to subscribe to
Navionics maps and load them onto your device, how to search for locations such as marinas,
restaurants, and anchorages, how to set water level depth shading and shallow areas, how to

view weather, tides and currents information, how to create routes using waypoints, how to
record and save tracks from a passage, how to find your boat on the map, how to measure
distance between two points, how to download maps for offline use, and more. Select Fridays at
12 p. Coast Guard Auxiliary, tackle shops, engine technicians, and electronics experts will be
present to answer all of your boating questions. Joe Bruce will work through the steps for
bending wire into articulated connectors and then demonstrate how to tie articulated two-color
Bullethead Darters. This is a club-sponsored event, free to FSFF members. This state-approved
course fulfills all legal requirements, provides you with a solid foundation for boating, and gives
you a Maryland Boating Certificate card which you need to legally operate a boat. Registration
Deadline: January Pay at this link. Contact: jmckinney gmail. Macomber and John V. Eli got his
first striper, andâ€¦ brother Ollie got his first speck â€” both while fishing the Rappahannock.
Nice pair of fish, guys. Chris Nolte Jr encountered this whopper of a bass â€” seven pounds,
two ounces â€” while casting a black Berkley Choppo. Regina caught this incher fishing off Ft.
Photo courtesy of Gil Nyland. Nice way to start, Mason! And for someone like me who has an
aging, aching bad back, when the seas kick up that can make the difference between a day of
misery and a day of fun fishing. The entire Twin Vee line has undergone a lot of changes in
recent years, and while that applies to the , this model remains a cornerstone of their fleet.
Added bonus: since the cat design carries the beam all the way to the bow, the Center Console
GF has as much deck space as many boats with two or three more feet of LOA. Naturally, you
expect to find all those fishy features in a boat like this. What you may find surprising, however,
is what they put this boat together with. Hardware like rodholders, hinges,. Power: hp. Pumps
are Pentair Shurflos. The bow roller is a Lewmar. The compass is a Ritchie. And the switch
panels with waterproof lighted rocker switches and breakers are hand-built by New Wire Marine
in Charleston, SC, rather than arriving in the US of A on a container ship. Remember when we
mentioned cruising speed for this boat with a pair of Suzuki s? That power package also
provides a top-end of over 40 mph. Is there room for improvement? Of course â€” there is on
any boat â€” and in this case we point to the windshield. One other item we need to note:
though this is clearly a fishboat first and foremost, it does have a few of the family-friendly
perks that can help seal the deal. The boat also comes with a six-gallon freshwater system and
a pull-out vegetable-sprayer in the transom, plus an integrated dry box with built-in USB and V
ports at the helm for your electronic devices. Will a powercat be the top pick for everyone out
there? Of course not. But, might it be the ideal boat for you? You have to wait for the wind to
kick up, let the seas build, and then take one for a test run. Your back will thank you for it. Nor is
it a side console. So, what gives? Yes, that does eliminate working a rod around that side of the
console. But upon close inspection, what stretching that console across the beam gets you is
rather amazing. Pop open the console entry, step down inside, and you have not only a head
compartment but also a berth. Yes, a berth inside the console on a foot boat. Family anglers
with ankle-biters are going to be very attracted to this unusual design, which truly is one of a
kind. On the aft end, you get a flip-down jump seat. Added bonus: the double-wide windshield
provides far more protection than the usual and three people can comfortably sit behind it,
while on most CCs of this size two people have to huddle to get a wind-break. Console design
aside, the Avenger has all the fishing goodies you expect from a center console angling
machine. The hard top, which comes standard on this model, includes spreader lights and can
be optioned-up to include five rocket launchers and a pair of kingfish-style angled rodholders.
The bottom line? Are you listeningâ€¦? Comfort perks include a pair of swiveling seats, side
access doors, and windows for watching your tipups. Added bonus: in a strong breeze the poly
sled base slides easily over the ice and the shelter acts as a sail, so you can use it as an
ice-boat. Power: Two hearty ice anglers. Of course you do! But, how often do you consider the
opposite side of the equation: what might you be doing that discourages fish from biting?
Ready to stop scaring away the fish? Then you need to use common sense when considering
these fish senses. Sure, you might use scented lures and think about the scent trail created by
baits, chum slicks, and attractants. And I asked him if there were any smells he came across in
his research that actually repelled fish rather than attracting them. Then, I walked down to the
lighted pier at the fish camp with another angler on the trip. We rigged up identical soft plastic
jigs five-inch chartreuse Bass Assassins , and started casting. Lesson learned: avoid bug
repellent entirely, if you want to catch fish. Prochnow also mentioned that suntan lotions with
heavy perfume were another item that can put fish off their feed. Sight is certainly a sense that
most anglers focus on, though again, we almost certainly focus on what attracts fish as
opposed to what might be scaring them. To try to gain some insight, however, one could send
scuba divers over the side of the boat and then troll around them with hookless baits and lures.
We learned quite a bit during the experience. As one might expect, the most natural-looking bait
was a naked ballyhoo. And scientists often tell us that in nature, contrast is what draws the eye

more than a specific color. But the most interesting discovery generated by this ahem field work
was completely unexpected: The V-shaped wake made by the leader entering the water was
actually more visible than the lures or baits were, in many cases. And, according to our divers,
it looked completely unnatural when the line entered the water anywhere near the bait. Another
interesting discovery: all of the leaders , , and pound test were visible to the divers below the
surface, including though noticeably less. Thinner diameter leaders were much harder to spot
then heavier ones, to the extent that pound mono was less visible than pound fluoro. So
minimizing leader diameter is another important consideration to take into account even when
trolling. As we already noted, many anglers in this neck of the woods do realize that boat noise
can have scare fish. During another stint of field work, we tried dropping a hydrophone down
under the boat to different depths, and listening to the sound levels created by different things
we anglers do on a regular basis. The hydrophone was interfaced with a db-A meter the device
police use to measure sound levels at rowdy parties so that each noise could be measured. As
one might expect, outboard motors created some noise under the boat. When idling along
two-strokes, fourstrokes, and electric trolling motors all make a bit of prop noise, the volume of
which was directly related to speed. But while a four-stroke remains very quiet in or out of gear,
a two-stroke creates loud chatter when shifted into neutral. The same rattle-clank-bang of metal
on metal which you hear above the water transmits below, as well. Engine noise was, however,
only part of the story. Dragging a tacklebox across a fiberglass deck, slamming a hatch,
dropping a lead weight to the deck, and stomping on the deck all created loud, startling noises
20 feet down. Even dropping a rod into a holder was detectable. In short, any physical contact
between two hard items spiked the db-A meter â€” and could scare off your quarry. Truly
bizarre implications arose when the hydrophone was towed. You might be amazed at the
results. The tones of regular conversation could be clearly heard over and above all engine and
propeller noise, and when someone yelled from the bridge to the cockpit or vise-versa, their
voice practically drowned out the other sounds heard in the spread. Most of us have, at one
time or another, had a billfish enter the spread, play with a bait or two, then leave. But if this
were the case, why would they bother entering the spread and billing the baits in the first place?
A more likely explanation to their behavior lies in what the crew does when someone saw that
bill: they yell at the top of their lungs, jump from their seat to the deck, dart across the
cockpitâ€¦and, how many times has that marlin swam off, without ever eating a ballyhoo? Draw
your own conclusions; I know I have. Another sound few of us ever think about is that made by
our fishfinders. For this gig, we were granted permission to launch a small boat in the massive
,gallon saltwater tank in the National Aquarium in Baltimore. A second journalist was posted
two flights below, watching as fish passed under the boat. We communicated via FRS radio, and
she alerted me whenever a specific fish was about to be pinged by the finders. Our mission was
to determine if I. Nope â€” turns out it was impossible to tell if the marks were snook versus
sand tigers. The fascinating discovery we made, however, was that fish started avoiding the
boat when the fishfinders were fired up. Sharks and rays in particular showed a dislike of
swimming through the transducer cone, but other fish began swerving to keep from going
under the boat as well. But they can in fact detect them, which means the fishfinder could have
an effect, be it positive or negative, at any given time in any given situation. In fact, sometimes it
makes you wonder how we catch anything at all. Pen and paper are going the way of the
Rolodex, polio, Xerox machines, and good music. Luckily there are tons of logging apps to
choose from; almost too many. To figure out which one was best, I downloaded the 30 most
popular ones and tested them on the water. Of all the apps I looked at, ANGLR Logbook is most
likely going to be the one still on my phone when I inevitably drop it off the side of a boat within
the next few months. After that, the app will log where you go, changes in weather conditions,
and tidal fluctuations. Then, when you finally do catch a fish, you just press the log button and
the app will automatically mark the location, time, and tackle. If you feel so inclined, you can
manually add a fish pic to your entry along with the weight, length, and species. If you. You can
add waypoints to mark important locations like honey holes or particularly defensive osprey.
And if you switch out your tackle mid-trip, you can make a note of it and quickly select your new
rig from your virtual tackle box. Additionally, if you want to simultaneously avoid your loved
ones and save precious time on the water, ANGLR provides an excuse to meticulously
photograph and log all of your lures while on land. But, best of all the app is free. Well, ANGLR
sells periphery Bluetooth devices so that you can log catches, mark locations, and indicate a rig
switch, without touching your phone. To log a catch, all you have to do is give it a click.
Fortunately, it is water-resistant. The Fishency app also offers trip logging, a virtual tackle box,
and it automatically logs much of the same data points with the addition of moon phase. There
are a handful of other apps that fall slightly short of ANGLR and Fishency in some ways, but are
better suited for particular types of fishing in others. Fishing Points logs the same data points

as the other two apps but lacks the peripheral connectivity. However, it can be used to measure
anchor drift, record trolling paths, and plot trotlines. FishBrain is packed with tons of cool
features. It gives you weather, pressure, solunar, and tidal forecasts. Also, if you are a newbie
like me when it comes to discerning between fish species, the app offers a fish identifier. Just
snap a pic of your mystery fish and it will tell you what it is. The app performs very in-depth
catch analysis and has a comprehensive list of data fields, but unfortunately relies heavily on
manual entry. However, it is outstanding in that it offers users the option to share their logs with
local biologists and fisheries. That means that you can give back to the environment, and
provide crucial population data to the organizations that maintain our waterways. While there
are plenty of options out there, none of them will make you a better fisherman overnight. So,
hopefully, one of these apps can help you turn all those bytes in your pocket into bites on the
end of your fishing line. While most of my personal experience is on the Potomac River, the
techniques discussed here are applicable anywhere and can be fine-tuned to your closest
waters. Big blue catfish love water with deep pockets and a strong current. Therefore, your gear
needs to be up for the challenge. Reels with a baitrunner feature or clicker are. Letting them run
for five seconds before turning on your drag can help hook even the pickiest fish. If I do have
access to quality rod holders, I like to leave my drag cranked down to get a firm hookset right
when the fish takes off. Terminal tackle is an important consideration because it can be the
deciding factor between landing or losing the one bite that counts. With nearly all my catfishing,
I use a simple fish-finder rig. It consists of a sliding clip on the mainline pound test braid is a
good choice followed by a bead, and tied off with a Palomar knot to a barrel swivel. If I have the
time and means, I will put a float two inches from the hook to lift the bait slightly off the bottom.
Big catfish love structure as much as any other fish. Most people think of catfish as scavengers,
but the diet of a trophy blue largely consists of baitfish, clams, eel, and other live baits. Tackle
shops, fish markets, and grocery stores are all great places to get fresh fish 38 February
FishTalkMag. Shad, mullet, and strips of carp are also great baits with the potential to catch a
trophy. Choosing the right location to cast your baits can be tough, but there are a few rules to
follow to help avoid a skunk. First and foremost, deep water is key. After you cast, you should
be free-spooling line for at least 10 seconds before your bait hits the bottom. Current and lead
weight can change this time, but the best spots will pull line for 30 seconds or more after you
cast. There are many spots around the Upper Potomac that reach 80 feet or more and during the
winter, blues like to school up in these pockets. After 30 to 60 minutes with no bites, change
spots. While this is not always the case, the foam on the surface can sometimes point to the
fastest current which is generally in the channel. I have. This is when surf rods or fishing from a
vessel come into play because they allow you to access areas that may be tough to reach from
shore. While it may surprise some, the upper Potomac is tidal and blue catfish do react strongly
to its ebb and flow. The fact remains that you can cast the most appetizing bait in the world into
a honey hole and still get skunked. Although patterns will change, from my experience, an
outgoing tide is typically best, especially as it slows into a slack low tide. Oftentimes the break
in current from a slack tide allows blues to spread out more, and they tend to feed heavily
during these windows. This book is a collection of how-to and where-to striped bass fishing
articles by noted outdoors writer Lenny Rudow. Ah, the joys of winter yellow perch fishing.
Sometimes, both on the same day. And while there are many different ways of fishing for yellow
perch at this time of year, ranging from ice fishing to boat fishing to bank fishing, there are
some interesting constants that hold true no matter where, when, or how you fish. So if you
decide to put this species into your crosshairs, remember:. Yellow perch like big minnow, the
bigger the better. Huge, in fact, during the middle of the winter. The same goes for shiners in
freshwater, and more than one walleye angler has complained when a perch barely larger than
the minnow triggered a tip-up and forced re-baiting. They risk burning off more caloric energy
than their meal will provide, especially if they have to go chasing it down. When fishing for
stripers in the winter this means offering up a inch bait, and when fishing for yellow perch at
this time of year it means fishing with the biggest minnow in the bucket from start to finish. Fish
deep. Just how deep is deep? That depends on where you are, but as a general rule of thumb
yellow perch will seek out some serious depth during the winter months. In a reservoir that can
mean or plus feet will prove to be the best bet. And in rivers the main channel will usually be a
go-to hotspot. When the fish get finicky, use the eyeball trick. Yellow perch like eating eyeballs.
This is particularly true when ice fishing, but also proves effective in other circumstances when
the fish get a bit finicky. Pop the eyeballs out of a dead minnow, bluegill, or another perch,
thread one or two or three onto your hook or jig, drop it down, and jiggle. The results can be
astounding. Unfortunately, putting a fish eye onto a hook can be a lot harder than it sounds.
Insert your hook point into that dot, slide it out through the side of the eyeball, and you can
usually bait up without an unintended deflation. Fish static, or with a very slow creep. Quite

often, placing it close to the fish and letting it sit will be the most effective way of fishing. When
the fish are slowly. Crush the Saltines, and mix them with all the ingredients thereafter. Then
scramble the egg. Put a layer of olive oil into a pan, and put it on medium heat. Drain, and serve
with tartar sauce. But make it painfully slow. Use J-hooks, and hook-sets. Okay: ready to layer
up, and go chase those winter neds? Follow us on Facebook and tune in on Thursday, February
11, at 5 p. Presented by. New episodes air on the second Tuesday of the month. Find past
episodes and more fishing-related videos on our Facebook page, Instagram, and YouTube
channel. Visit facebook. Sign up to get notified about upcoming LIVE video streams by clicking
to fishtalkmag. Although I worked in Maryland for a decade while supporting management of
dredged material for the Port of Baltimore, it always seemed a bit odd to refer to Southern
Maryland waters as the Lower Bay. Geographically, Virginia waters are the Lower Bay. By
Wayne Young are the current interactions around Cedar Point that extend a few miles
southward, especially in the fall as schools of bait fish move south, and the many fishing
opportunities to be found in the vicinity. This area is where I caught my first monster redfish
during a Walleye Pete walk-on charter. Southern Maryland is a long haul from Northern Virginia,
and a lot of effort. So, a charter trip here and there is a welcome break. Plus, each trip is a
learning opportunity. Going out with a charter captain or guide is a great way to gain local
knowledge and fishing insights, and also how to fish safely in skinny. But for starters, charted
wrecks and obstructions around Cedar Point provide substantial fishing opportunities. There
are two locations along the Chesapeake Ranch Estates where large reef balls were poured and
deployed by residents to protect the steep cliffs and the homes above them. Homeowners are
not able to install hard shoreline structures to protect the sandstone cliffs, which are inhabited
by a Tiger Beetle species that is endangered in Maryland. Residents for years were therefore.
Unidentified barge wreck east of Cedar Point lighthouse ruins. Top and bottom right. About 15
years ago, homeowners secured a permit to install reef ball breakwaters. There are two
locations where triple lines of large reef balls were installed sites one and two shown on the
chart. When conditions favor striped bass foraging along shorelines, these are spots to check.
There are substantial shell piles and artificial reef structures made from materials of
opportunity, especially in the southeast quadrant. This fish haven is worth checking out
especially when wind conditions. The sub was sunk as part of naval warfare research and
development after World War Two. Yet there are. AWOIS , site seven is a small, unidentified
wreck. The wreckage has the appearance of a small recreational boat in an image screenshot
taken from the Bathymetric Data Viewer BDV. Site eight is a rectangular-shaped barge-like
object inside the fish haven boundary. So, this is either an undocumented wreck or
undocumented barge deployment. The BVD image of this feature looks free of protrusions. Five
linear clusters of granite were deposited at the fish haven at site nine. But due to the error
associated with Loran-C that was used at the time of deployment, the clusters straddle the
permitted reef boundary, mostly on the outside. Site 10 is another small wreck, with an image
profile resembling a recreational boat. A charted but unidentified barge is located at site There
is an elongated object that extends at about a degree angle from one corner of the barge. It
seems too long to be a spud. Perhaps this was cargo. When the ruins are pressured by multiple
boats, try the barge. Least depth is 17 feet, and most fishers head towards the visible ruins.
There is another substantial structure at site The narrow, elongated profile of three unidentified
objects shown in a 3-D color multibeam sonar image resembles multiple causeways. At site 13,
look for a trench along the alignment of a sewer. Wrecks southeast of Cedar Point and sewer
discharge pipe trench, middle right. An unknown barge is located at site The barge appears
intact in the BVD imagery and is about by 25 feet. Both images suggest that this is a deck barge
with bulwarks to contain deck cargo. The barge appears to be intact. The Baltimore show, which
I have personally attended each and every year since the days when Captain Dad held a firm
grip on my pint-sized hand at all times, will not be held in To that end, dear FishTalk readers, we
thought it would be nice to bring you a rundown of the top five things you would have, could
have, should have seen at the Baltimore Boat Show this month. The seriously tricked-out SVVT
twin-step hull is a thing of beauty to behold. The world of electric outboards is growing, and the
newest offering from ePropulsion is an eye-opener. The killer feature is an integrated lithium-ion
polymer battery that clips onto the motor itself, eliminating multiple carry-on batteries and loose
wires. Check out epropulsion. Had you been able to attend the show and meandered from the
boats to the accessories, undoubtedly you would have been intrigued when you saw the all-new
Humminbird Apex. These big beauties are available in Visit humminbird. Luckily, we got a peek
at it during a visit to Waterfront Marine over the winter. What really reached out and grabbed us
about this model was its comprehensive outfitting with tons of standard goodies that most
other builders list as cost-adding options. A T-top with four rocket launchers, spreader lights,
and a stowage compartment; digital gauges; hydraulic tilt steering; a lighted compass; a

portable MSD; cockpit and bow coaming bolsters; four leaning post rocket launchers; an
aluminum tandem axel trailer with a folding jack and LED lights â€” all of these things are
standard features. Waterfront are the folks to ping, if you want to get your own personal time
with the R Visit them at waterfrontmarine. One would be wrong. Added Bonus: make sure you
slap an eyeball on the hard top, which integrates speaker, light, outrigger, and overhead
electronics mounting and is supported by uber-beefy extruded D-tubing. Thirty boats will be on
display in a huge heated tent and there may be demo rides, weather permitting. Call to make an
appointment. Naturally, had we enjoyed a Baltimore Boat Show there would have been lots of
other boats and accessories to check out. Alas, it was not to be. The fish is very popular in
other countries throughout the world, as they are delicious to eat and the meat from the
ribbonfish has been compared to flounder â€” not fishy, and very light. When feeding, mature
ribbonfish can be found near the surface during the daytime and in greater depths during the
night time. Younger ribbonfish do not follow the patterns of mature fish and typically can be
found in greater depths during the day and shallower depths during the night. Oftentimes,
ribbonfish can be found in schools. Members of the Trichiuridae family, ribbonfish can grow up
to five feet long and can weigh several pounds, but are oftentimes around three feet in length.
Typically, ribbonfish can be mistaken for an eel as they are long in their appearance and swim
like a snake. In addition, they have. As a result of their strong teeth and aggression, fishermen
must take extra caution. Ribbonfish State Regulations Maryland, Virginia, and Delaware hold no
size limit or bag limit and the season is open year-round. The lack of state regulations for
ribbonfish throughout the region could possibly be tied to the fact that the species of fish is
fairly new to the area, at least in the numbers seen in recent years. Fishermen have found
success both casting and trolling. When casting or trolling, it is important to target areas by
structure and when fishing at night, those with a light source close to the water. Perhaps one of
the biggest factors to keep in mind when fishing for these aggressive fish is to have a trace of
wire leader or use a long, rigid lure such as a swimming plug or a spoon, to eliminate the
potential of the fish biting off the line. Fishermen can ensure that their line is not bitten off by
attaching a six-inch trace of number three wire. Best Places To Fish for Ribbonfish When
setting out for your next adventure for ribbonfish, try to go at night as they primarily feed during
the. As previously noted, a key tactic to catching the fish at night is a light source close to the
water. Target areas with muddy bottoms where the fish are concentrated, especially around
walls, piers, and bridges. If one is seeking out bigger ribbonfish that have the potential to be a
record-setting catch, it is important to go fishing in the ocean. Typically, bigger ribbonfish are
found anywhere between two and 12 miles offshore. The fish begin running around an hour
after the sunset in the evenings. The fish can also be caught throughout the sandy bottoms of
inlets and rivers that are connected to the Bay. They can generally be located around structures
and near light sources. While ribbonfish may not be a widely sought-after fish, they are
nevertheless enjoyable to catch. On your next adventure out to the ocean. Bob Keats and Larry
Kline both caught ribbonfish all the way up in the Choptank River, in the summer of Photos
courtesy of Marty Abel left and Susan right. For timely, up-to-date reports, visit our website
FishTalkMag. Current reports will be published every Friday by noonâ€”just in time for your
weekend fishing adventures. Crab chunks or whole crab baits sitting right on top of structure
are the ticket. Tributary fishing for the same species plus catfish has been up and down, again
depending on the weather, but when conditions allow the rivers can be depended upon for
steady action through February. And if you can locate a hole where pre-spawn yellow perch are
balled up, be prepared for spectacular perch-jerking action. When the weather allows, bundle up
tight and head to the inshore wrecks with plenty of crab baits to get in on those tog. Photo
courtesy of the Big Worm. As we prepare this edition the Baltimore area reservoirs were icefree
and fishable from shore with perch and bass accounting for most of the reports, and the
Virginia reservoirs were still reporting solid action on bass, crappie, and landlocked stripers.
Nymphs commonly do the trick on the wild fish, but also watch for the latest stockings, as
putand-take fish do go overboard this month in many areas where FishTalkers prowl. Way North
February is a month of the year when the Way North zone of the Chesapeake shines, thanks to
the yellow perch run. Barring any disastrous runoff which can present a problem some seasons
, yellow perch should be balled up in the deep holes right before the Susquehanna empties out
into the Flats in between Havre de Grace and Perryville. If the weather grows cold enough to
turn the water hard, ice fishing the North East is always an option as is chopping holes around
the Perryville docks. Upper Bay anglers, count your blessings â€” the resurgence of pickerel in
the northern tributaries is undeniably in a real boom. Minnow and small paddle tails are the
usual offerings with spinnerbaits also producing some bites, and some nice yellow perch
catches are also in the mix for those casting lures small enough to tempt them, or using
minnow. As in most areas of the region, the bulk of the Middle Bay anglers are breaking their

cabin fever either hitting the tributaries for perch and pickerel, or by heading to freshwater
options. What about the wintertime warm-water discharge rockfish catchand-release options?
They will, of course, play second-fiddle to the big blue cats found in the upper Potomac,
Rappahannock, and James Rivers. If you want to put a big-time bend in a rod, targeting those
fish is the way to do it. Ready to hum a familiar winter fishing tune? Pickerel will keep chewing
all winter, and the February pre-spawn season is often the peak of the action for this species.
Way South Yes, anglers at the mouth of the Bay have the option of heading inland and hitting
the tribs, but this is the one area in Chesapeake Country where saltier species may be on the
menu this month. MirrOlures, plastics, and cut mullet all hold potential. The CBBT may well also
offer up some fish, there in the form of tog, again depending on what the weather has in store
for us. As a general rule of thumb remember that if water temps stay in the mid- to uppers
tautog tend to remain active, when it goes into the lower 40s they slow down significantly, and if
it drops to 40 or fewer degrees its generally best to try a different option. Visit our current
fishing reports to get the latest intel in a blink via this cell phone camera QR code link. Spring
will be here before you know it, and even year-round fishermen are sure to have a few
weather-days stuck at home this month. So before February ends, make sure to:. Mono
weakens with age and UV exposure, and that pound test is likely now pound test. Many people
neglect to clean under there for years at a time and as a result, an awful lot of crud can build up.
At the very least, consider snipping off one of the three tines on each treble. The fish will thank
you for it. Kayak paddles vary by shaft length, blade size and shape, and material of
construction. The least expensive paddles have an aluminum shaft and plastic blades. They are
heavy. More costly paddles can use fiberglass or carbon fiber in the shaft and blades. These are
lighter than the aluminum or plastic ones, but they also cost more. Many people think of a
paddle purely for providing propulsion, but there are various other things a kayaker can do with
the paddle. Then if you see a boat approaching that does not appear to see you, you can lift
your paddle high and wave it. Improve Visibility The first thing I notice when I spot a kayak in
the distance is the paddle blades moving up and down. If you have black blades, like the carbon
fiber paddle I use, you can add strips of bright colored. If you are paddling or fishing in shallow
water and want to know how deep you are, grab your paddle near the blade on. A paddle can be
used in a similar way. If you spot a large wave or boat wake heading your way, pick up your
paddle and lay it horizontally across your lap. Orient it so that the blades are parallel to the
water surface. If you start to tip over, the flat blades will resist the tipping action and will
improve your chances of staying upright. Similarly, you can get a good idea of the nature of the
bottom composition mud, sand, or hard material by jabbing the paddle into the bottom. Pushing
Off From Structure I spend a lot of my fishing time working close to structures like docks,
pilings, fallen wood, rip-rap, etc. To minimize scratching my kayak, I try to avoid actually
bumping into those structures. As I get close, I can reach out with my paddle and gently push
myself off. Retrieving Lures Some paddles have a notch cut into one of the blades. This allows
the user to place fishing line attached to a snagged lure into the notch, slide the paddle up or
down as the case may be, and push the snagged lure off of the obstruction. PM 3 PM Ht PM L.
All speeds are in knots. NAM Lt. Mean Ebb Dir. Disclaimer: These data are Shoal Lt. AM AM E
AM To advertise in the Brokerage and Classified sections, contact Lucy Iliff at lucy fishtalkmag.
Perfect Great Loop boat with 2 large staterooms, Kohler generator, Raymarine electronics suite,
and more. Lift kept, rarely used. Price just reduced. Rick Casali place. Near Gloucester, VA.
Bluewater Yacht Companies is now one step closer to bringing yacht service to customers in
the thriving boating community of Annapolis. The new lift is one of the largest in the region and
can raise and move yachts up to approximately 80 feet in length or , pounds. Bluewater made
the decision to bring service to Maryland in an effort to compliment the constant growth of its
sales operations. Bluewater Yacht Sales has been built on the backbone of service, and with
eight Mid-Atlantic locations, seven new boat lines, and hundreds of brokerage listings, they
know that quality service is critical to customer satisfaction and continued growth. We are
excited to finally bring world class service to our Maryland customers. Their office and service
bays will be located on the first floor of the South Annapolis Yacht Centre facility. While this
shift brings an outward and visible change to the Tiara Yachts brand, the form and functionality
of every product built by S2 Yachts is ultimately, and will continue to be, Tiara. Sport has shifted
and blended from vessels meant to be enjoyed for the day to vessels that can be enjoyed for
longer trips and with more people, similar to what we see in our Yacht products. Those shifts,
paired with our desires to streamline resources and focus, led us to this change. Social zones, a
key area of focus in every LS model, allow for guests to choose their preferred relaxation zone.
Since its founding in in Annapolis, Intrinsic has grown to four locations in Maryland and Florida
and has become a full-service yacht dealer representing the most prestigious yachts on the
market. We want to be their one-stop-shop for all things boating. In addition to their anniversary

news, Intrinsic also welcomes two new employees to its growing staff: Blake Stephenson and
Nicole Esterson. Blake, a native of North Carolina grew up on the water, boating, and fishing
where he quickly found his passion for yachts. After three years as a yacht designer, Blake
decided to move into a Yacht Broker role. She brings many years of experience in marketing,
sales, and customer service and looks forward to helping Intrinsic grow. Nicole will also work at
the office located in Port Annapolis and can be reached at or Nicole IntrinisicYacht. Send your
Chesapeake Bay business news and high-resolution photos to kaylie fishtalkmag. Did you know
that every issue of FishTalk is available online? Just go to our home page and click on the
image of the magazine cover to view the digital flipbook! Some features to consider:. Click on
that to make the image fill the screen. Mail this form to: Third St. Our aim is to See More.
Riverside Marine is Having a Boat show! By Ryan Gullang 38 38 Shoreline Fishing for Trophy
Blue Catfish on the Potomac Since their introduction into the James River and subsequent
invasion of the Chesapeake Bay, blue catfish have been providing thrilling opportunities for
anglers to extend their fishing season all year round. Five things you should have, would have,
could have seen at the show. Middle River, MD tradewindsmarina. In fact, I took my scale off the
boat several years ago after it showed my must-be-overpound cobia was Learn More At:
northpointyachtsales. Send your fish photos, questions, and comments to lenny fishtalkmag.
All Rights Reserved. T Sedimentary Lifestyle he Delaware Department of Natural Resources and
Environmental Control DNREC has announced that sediment studies by the Watershed
Approach to Toxics Assessment and Restoration team found that, while there are areas of
higher concentrations than others, overall the amount of toxic buildup behind eight dams on the
Brandywine River is lower than expected. Great selection of in stock boats at amazing prices.
Powered by Powered by totalmarine. Rockfish Roundup he Mid-Atlantic Rockfish Shootout took
place as planned this December, but the results were a complete sweep that no one could ever
have planned for. Rainy days can be quite productive, as long as you adapt your tactics to the
conditions. Y Mass Extinction ou want to fish like Spiderman? T uFish an iRod? I Winter
Reading f you find yourself trying to fill up the hours of an unfishable winter day, we have the
solution â€” FishTalk contributor Wayne Young has two new books out that examine wrecks,
obstructions, and natural formations found in the Chesapeake Bay. Learn more at joinvssa. Do
you have an upcoming event? Send the details to: kaylie FishTalkMag. Appointments required.
Big Sherm and Fabrizio enjoyed some surprises while perch fishing this fall. Nate and Wes
mastered running the trotline this summer. Send your fishing pics to lenny fishtalkmag.
Certified teChniCiAns. Surprise catch! Landon tied into this kingfish while drifting bloodworms
off Chesapeake Beach. Lanny Flanary got this way-cool spot, bluetailed redfish near Flag
Harbor. Bob was fishing for perch in Bodkin Creek when this toothy critter attacked! James
Vorsteg got this chunky snake on the Transquaking. Wayne got his first cobia last season!
Kenny had an awesome day fishing with Pop Pop this fall. Photo courtesy of Gil Nyland Arlie
caught his first striper of many! Mike got a little soggy on the kayak, but came home happy!
Aline Nyland proves that little fish can generate big smiles. Tim Ferry was fishing
Wachapreague when this incher jumped on the line. Phoebe got her first croaker this summer in
the James River. Photo courtesy of William Harcum Tom Krenzke got this chunky incher in the
mouth of the Patapsco this fall. Olivia caught the monster of the day! Grant had a great day
kayak trolling near the Key Bridge. Hardware like rodholders, hinges, 30 February FishTalkMag.
Power: hp cleats, and through-hull fittings are top-shelf Gemlux grade stainlesssteel. Power: hp
FishTalkMag. By Lenny Rudow Y ou want to catch more fish? Something Smells Fishy Sure,
you might use scented lures and think about the scent trail created by baits, chum slicks, and
attractants. Another interesting discovery: all of the leaders , , and pound test were visible to
the divers below the surface, including though noticeably less so fluorocarbon. Can You Hear
Me Now? Feeling the Pressure Another sound few of us ever think about is that made by our
fishfinders. Our mission was to determine if I could ID species with any of the units. Got a New
Boat? B By Ryan Gullang ack in ye olden days, people would log their catches in notebooks. If
you 36 February FishTalkMag. Runner Up: Fishency The Fishency app also offers trip logging, a
virtual tackle box, and it automatically logs much of the same data points with the addition of
moon phase. Fishbrain has some interesting and unique features that go well beyond logging.
W inter is trophy season for blue catfish, and fish over 40 inches can easily be targeted from the
shore as well as from boats. Blue Catfish Gear Big blue catfish love water with deep pockets
and a strong current. Reels with a baitrunner feature or clicker are Note the float, used to keep a
bait just off bottom. Trophy Blue Catfish Baits Most people think of catfish as scavengers, but
the diet of a trophy blue largely consists of baitfish, clams, eel, and other live baits. Hotspots
Choosing the right location to cast your baits can be tough, but there are a few rules to follow to
help avoid a skunk. Snakehead This book is a collection of how-to and where-to striped bass
fishing articles by noted outdoors writer Lenny Rudow. Limited Time Only! Mike Sielicki Yellow

perch are happy to bite â€” no matter how cold it gets. So if you decide to put this species into
your crosshairs, remember: 40 February FishTalkMag. Winter perc h fishing is a grea t way to
get out of the house, in the depths of winter. Presented by New episodes air on the second
Tuesday of the month. Going out with a charter captain or guide is a great way to gain local
knowledge and fishing insights, and also how to fish safely in skinny waters since many fishing
spots are also hazards to navigation. Residents for years were therefore FishTalkMag. This fish
haven is worth checking out especially when wind conditions 44 February FishTalkMag. Yet
there are sometimes stripers there, so check the fishfinder when running by it. At site 13, look
for a trench along the alignment of a sewer Wrecks southeast of Cedar Point and sewer
discharge pipe trench, middle right. In addition, they have 48 February FishTalkMag. Photo cour
tesy of Eric Packard powerful teeth which prove helpful for hunting prey. Best Places To Fish
for Ribbonfish When setting out for your next adventure for ribbonfish, try to go at night as they
primarily feed during the night hours. On your next adventure out to the ocean Bob Keats and
Larry Kline both caught ribbonfish all the way up in the Choptank River, in the summer of Not to
worry, you can read every issue online! Presented by: When the weather allows, bundle up tight
and head to the inshore wrecks with plenty of crab baits to get in on those tog. Upper Bay
Presented by: Upper Bay anglers, count your blessings â€” the resurgence of pickerel in the
northern tributaries is undeniably in a real boom. Middle Bay Presented by: As in most areas of
the region, the bulk of the Middle Bay anglers are breaking their cabin fever either hitting the
tributaries for perch and pickerel, or by heading to freshwater options. Tangier and Lower Shore
Ready to hum a familiar winter fishing tune? A By John Veil kayak paddle is a fairly simple
object, which provides the propulsion for many small watercraft including kayaks. SpinSheet
Publishing Company. Published on Jan 20, Go explore. Quick links. Pontoon Magazine You
know the drill.. I subscribe to boating and power boating and the like but now I'm into pontoons.
In Memory of John 6x6 Larsen. Don't waste your money. Basically the magazine is Even the
shitty boats get rave reviews at PDB. Even if Yugo ventured into pontoon boats, they would tell
you how great they were. Personally I'm surprised they are still in business. I used to subscribe
but asked for my money back and got it. Several others here did the same. Their forum is the
same deal. You can't: Talk politics there unless you praise Obama and bash Republicans.
Bashing Obama gets you banned. Suggest improvements to the magazine or forums or risk
being banned. Question the quality of the products of any of their advertisers. Also gets you
banned. Doesn't matter if the product is shit, a rip off or not. Only positive comments are
allowed. Don't dare post a picture of a woman unless she's wearing a burkha. Even an exposed
elbow gets you banned. If you're caucasian. Doing so gets you banned. Don't care if you just
got mugged by a black guy. Saying a black guy robbed you there gets you banned and called
racist. If you're black you can call caucasians every derogatory name in the book, this gets you
promoted to admin or moderator there. Another mag forget the name now was out for like a
week and quickly folded. Best information for pontoon boats is here, unfiltered, unedited and
not politically correct. Ed, Cheryl, Ethan and Aspen. Chesapeake City ,MD. The way I lean, I
guess I wouldn't be a very good guest in the pontoon mag world. I am a proud Veteran, 25 year
plus police officer, flag waving God fearing, hard core American. Love my Guns. Have two boys
in the Army, one who is a certified taliban killer. My favorite song is the National Anthem. Like
the Tea Party and am not a fan of Obama. I think government is to big and I hate paying taxes to
support welfare and public aid. But love to have fun on the lake in my toon! Sounds like he is
one of us!!!!!! Lake, Virginia. Isak Dinesen. I was going to ask about your career seeing as your
call forum name means "off duty" i am a police Officer myself when I am not buging these guys
with questions glad to have you. Ron Burgundy wrote: You are much better at first impressions
than myself. America will never be destroyed, if we falter it will be because we destroyed
ourself- Ab. The way the question was ask it had a familiar ring to it from another forum How
about adding to your sig line what toon you have, where you boat etc so we know what you
have. Better Than Leather? Why top manufacturers love this product. All I casually ran a hand
along the back of a lounger while I exploredâ€”and stopped dead. Somewhat baffled, I had to
slide my hand over it again and again to try to figure out the mystery, calling over my
co-workers to help me nail exactly what I was feeling, but none of us knew for sure. My eyeballs
were probably drying out because I was staring so much. Heritage Fabrics was the name,
durable comfort was the game, and one of the main reasons it was so distinctly smooth was
thanks to the use of Takumi Technology. Who owns and utilizes fabric with Takumi Technology
for these high-brand pontoon names? That would be high-performance polyurethane fabric
manufacturer UltraFabrics. Skip to main content. What was that? Leather on a boat? Connect
with us. You have 00 items in your cart. Request Memo Sample. Please note the following prefix
changes: has changed to and has changed to Return to Cart. Note: You must hit Add for custom
request to be processed. Click Here to Continue. Beautiful views from the beach! As you can

tell, this is not in Texas! When 2 worlds collide! Incredible reveal by Mercury Marine of one of
the smoothest, quietest engines now on the market! Experience the best that Mercury has
created to date when it comes to your time spent on the water. In this week's video, Don tells
you how to install E-Z Anchor Puller's Retractable Anchoring Solution when there's skin
covering the channel cross members! Installing the solution guarantees quality and
performance for the lifespan of your boat and is barely noticeable as you motor across the
water. This is the ultimate, permanent solution for boating on the lake! You can learn more by
checking out our manual or watching the complete installation video by scanning the QR code
below. Nothing like the fresh breeze! EZanchorpuller pontoonanchorsEZ. Scan the QR code
with your smartphone below to watch the full video, or check out our website to explore the
possibilities E-Z anchoring has to offer. The results are in, check it out. It's to showcase your
memories! The sky is the limit here! We want to see your boat, your smiles, your animals,
everything! So show us what you got and you just might get lucky! Submit your photos here!
Dreaming of warmer days.. Get a quality piece of equipment for your boating investment.
Mounted underneath the pontoon, it's practically invisible while you operate it from the rocker
switch installed at the helm! Which one would you rather have? WIN 1 of 3 waterproof wireless
phone chargers from Scanstrut. Perfect for your pontoon boat, you can keep your phone
charged, safe and ready to go onboard. Fitted to premierpontoons bennypontoons
berkshirepontoon southbaypontoon trifectapontoon models and more! Discover at scanstrut.
chevy passlock
2010 dodge ram front turn signal bulb
triton 54l
Big news from Yamaha Marine , the new updated V6 Offshore is being launched for Jump to.
Sections of this page. Accessibility Help. Email or Phone Password Forgot account? Log In.
Forgot account? Not Now. Visitor Posts. Harris publishing please contact me about a
partnership with your ma Hi I would like to share this website with your group. Thousands of
boats to browse Also post for absolutely free on our website Mark W. I wa wondering i They are
advertising, but I can't seem to find information about the company. See More. Look at Don go!
What anchoring bliss can you achieve with E-Z Anchor Puller? Who here is sporting a Barletta?
To see the fast-forward installation process, scan the QR code below to watch it on YouTube!
With the push of a button, it works to deploy and retrieve anchor from below the deck.
EZanchorpuller pontoonanchorsEZ Carefree Boat Sales and Premier pontoons team up to test
identical boats with all four engine brands represented. Yamaha has updated its F and F 4.

